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w xRecall 6 that a zero dimensional subscheme of a projective space P is
said to be in linearly general position or in linear general position in the
w x.terminology of 1 if every subscheme W : Z spans a linear subspace of P
  .  . 4 nof dimension min dim P , length W y 1 . Let D ; P be an integral
curve and T a one dimensional locally Cohen]Macaulay scheme with
 .T s D i.e., a nonreduced curve with D as support . Let H be a generalred
hyperplane of P n. The question of when T l H is in linearly general
w xposition in H was raised in 6 . The case of a ribbon, i.e., essentially the
 .  . w x w xcase deg T s 2 ? deg D , was considered in 6, 1 . In 3]5 the notion of
ribbon was generalized to the notion of h-rope, h an integer with 1 F h F
n; essentially, D is a 1-rope, a 2-rope is a ribbon, and if T is an h-rope we
 .  . w xhave deg T s h ? deg D . In 3]5 it was considered only the more inter-
esting case in which D is smooth. Since our results hold with the same
proof for singular D we do not assume the smoothness of D and give the
following definition.
DEFINITION. Let C ; P n be a reduced curve. A generalized rope T
with C as support is a 1-dimensional locally Cohen]Macaulay scheme T
with T [ C and T contained in the first infinitesimal neighborhood C 1.red
of C.
If C ; P n is integral, for every generalized rope T with C as support
 .  .there is an integer h F n such that deg T s h ? deg C . We will say that T
is a generalized h-rope. From a technical point of view e.g., for inductive
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proofs which use projections into lower dimensional projective spaces as in
.Section 2 it is very useful to allow singular D.
We are interested in the problem of the linearly general position of a
general hyperplane section in arbitrary characteristic. Hence we work over
 .an arbitrary algebraically closed base field K without assuming char K s 0.
Several key properties of the generic hyperplane section of an integral
curve D are true in characteristic 0 because a certain permutation group
G called the monodromy group or the Galois group of the generic
.hyperplane section is the full symmetric group S . For a discussion ofdegD .
w x  .this group in characteristic 0, see 7; 8, Chap. III ; for the case char K ) 0,
w xsee 12, 2 . Our two main results are Theorems 0.1 and 0.4.
THEOREM 0.1. Let D ; P n be an integral non-degenerate degree d cur¨ e
and T a generalized h-rope with T s D. Assume that the monodromy groupred
G for the generic hyperplane section of T contains the alternating group A .d
Assume that for a general hyperplane H ; P n Z [ H l T is not in linearly
general position. Then there is an e¨en integer m F n y 2 such that the
following two conditions hold:
 .  .i If k - m for e¨ery linear space V with dim V s k we ha¨e
 .length Z l V s k q 1.
 .  .ii There is a linear space M ; H with dim M s m such that for
 .e¨ery u G m and e¨ery linear space W with dim W s u, M : W, and W
 .spanned by 2-dots contained in Z, W contains exactly u y m q mr2 q 1
2-dots contained in Z and e¨ery connected component of Z l W is a 2-dot.
 .It will be easy see Section 1 to use Theorem 0.1 to prove the following
result.
COROLLARY 0.2. Let D ; P n be an integral non-degenerate degree d
cur¨ e and T a generalized h-rope with T s D. Assume that the monodromyred
group G for the generic hyperplane section of T contains the alternating
 .group A . Define integers u, « with hd s u n y 1 q « q 1, and 0 F « Fd
1 .   . . .   .ny 2. Then h T , O F u« q u u y 1 n y 1 r2 i.e., p T satisfiesT a
the Castelnuo¨ o upper bound for the arithmetic genus of an integral non-
n.degenerate degree hd cur¨ e in P .
There are the following very interesting examples on the failure of the
linearly general position for a generic hyperplane section. Indeed, we will
 .see Theorem 0.4 that this is essentially the ``only'' example.
n  .EXAMPLE 0.3. Fix an integer h G 3. Let D ; P with n G h q 2 be
an integral non-degenerate degree d curve and T a generalized h-rope
n  .with T s D. Take a linear space V ; P with dim V s h y 2. Letred
D9 ; P nyh be the non-degenerate curve obtained projecting D from V;
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 .assume deg D9 s d, i.e., assume V l D s B and that the projection
D9 ª D is birational. Let Y be the cone with vertex V and base D9. Let T
be the generalized h-rope with T s D and which up to embeddedred
.components is the intersection of Y with the first infinitesimal neighbor-
1.  .hood D of D. Note that if D9 is smooth hence D is smooth , C is a
w x``classical'' h-rope in the sense of 3]5 . Take a general hyperplane H of
P n. Then we see that the linear span of every connected component of
T l H contains V l H. Thus the general hyperplane section of T is not in
 .linearly general position. Even more: any generalized t-rope t G 3 con-
taining a generalized 3-rope built in this way is such that its general
hyperplane section is not in linearly general position.
THEOREM 0.4. Fix integers h, n with n G h q 2 G 5. Let D ; P n be an
integral non-degenerate degree d cur¨ e and C a generalized h-rope with
C s D. Assume that D is reflexi¨ e. Then for a general hyperplane H ; P nred
the hyperplane section Z [ H l C is not in linearly general position if and
only if C contains a generalized 3-rope T of the following type: T s D, therered
is a line V ; P n with D l V s B and such that the projection of D ª D9
from V into P ny2 is birational and T is the Cohen]Macaulay cur¨ e associated
to the D1. l Y, Y cone with ¨ertex V and base D9.
Theorem 0.1 and Corollary 0.2 will be proved in Section 1. In the second
 .and last section we will prove Theorem 0.4. For general background
w xabout reflexive varieties, see 10 .
1. PROOFS OF 0.1 AND 0.2
In this section we prove Theorem 0.1 and its corollary, 0.2. As pointed
out by the referee, Corollary 0.2 is very weak. For a genus g h-rope of
n  2 2 . w xdegree d in P it gives a bound of order h d rn, while in 4 , K.
 . 2 .Chandler gave a bound of order g F h q 2 d rn. Furthermore, the
w xtechnique of 4 carries over easily in this setting and it gives the full
statement of Corollary 0.2.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. Set A [ D l H. Let M be a linear subspace of
 .  .  .  .H with length M l Z ) dim Z q 1, dim M - n y 1 and with dim M
 .minimal among such subspaces; set m [ dim M and B [ Z l M. We
claim that no connected component of B is reduced. To check the claim
w xfollow the proof of 6, Th. 3.1 using monodromy, the finiteness of A, and
the following remark. Since outside any hyperplane of H there are at least
 .three points of A, here it is sufficient to assume the d y 2 -transitivity of
the monodromy group G. This proof works for every M with length Z l
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.  .M G dim M q 2, not just the ones with minimal dimension. By the
 .minimality of dim M , M is spanned by B.
Assume by contradiction that one of the connected components, say B9,
of B is a t-dot with t G 3. Set B0 [ B _ B9 and let J be the linear span of
 .  .B0. Set j [ dim J . By the minimality of M we have length B0 s j q 1
and j s m y t. Since m F n y 2, for every P g D there is a hyperplane
H9 of P n containing M and P. By the generality of H, we see that for a
general P and a general H9 containing P and J, there is a subspace Q of
n  .P with dim Q s t y 1, Q spanned by a length t subscheme of the
connected component of T l H9 containing P, and such that Q l B / B.
Hence there is a 2-dot E supported by P and spanning a line through P
intersecting B. Thus the linear span L of P and B contains a subscheme
 .of length m y t q 2 ) dim L q 1 of T , contradicting the minimality of
 .  .dim M for a general hyperplane . Hence every connected component of
B is a 2-dot.
 w x.Now we may conclude exactly as in the proof of 1, Th. 0.1 in the
following way. The statement about the linear subspaces of dimension
k - m follows from the minimality of m. By monodromy and the fact that
 .  .length Z _ B G 3, we see that B has only mr2 q 1 connected compo-
nents. Once again, by the minimality of m, for a general P g D the linear
 .span L of P and M has length L l T s m q 4 and L l T is the union
of B and a 2-dot with support P and spanning a line intersecting M.
 w x.Theorem 0.1 follows easily as the proof of 1, Th. 0.1 .
Let Z be a zero dimensional subscheme of a projective space P.
w x  .Following 8, Chap. III , we define the ¨irtual genus p Z of Z by the¨
formula
p Z [ h1 P , I t . .  . .¨ Z , P
tG1
w x  .By Castelnuovo theory 8, Chap. III , p Z is an upper bound for the¨
arithmetic genus of any one-dimensional projective scheme having Z as
hyperplane section.
Proof of Corollary 0.2. By Theorem 0.1 we may apply word for word the
w x  .last seven lines of the proof of 1, Th. 0.1 i.e., a proof of the case h s 2 .
2. PROOF OF 0.4 AND FURTHER RESULTS
In this section we prove Theorem 0.4 and give further results and
 .remarks see 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 .
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Proof of Theorem 0.4. The ``if'' part was discussed in Example 0.3.
 .Obviously to prove the ``only if'' part we may and will from now on
assume h s 3 and prove the existence of V such that C s T with T as in
the statement. The proof is divided into four steps.
 .  .  w xStep 1 . Since D is reflexive we have char K / 2 see 9, Note on p. 3
w x.or 10, Corollary 18 in Chap. 3 and the Galois group of the generic
 w x whyperplane section is the full symmetric group S see 2, p. 906 or 12,d
x.Corollary 2.2 . Assume that Z is not in linearly general position. Take the
 .linear space M and the integer m [ dim M given us by the statement of
 .Theorem 0.1. Let L be the linear span of any mr2 of the 2-dots
 .contained in M. By the minimality of m we have dim L s m y 1 and
L l T is in linear general position and it is the union of those mr2 2-dots.
 . Step 2 . Moving H among the hyperplanes containing a fixed but
.general P g D we see that the 3-dimensional embedded projective space
E to the 3-rope T at P intersects L at least in a line. If for general P, weP
 .  .have dim E l L G 2, then T D l L / B because the embedded tan-P P
gent line T D to D at P has codimension 2 in E . This is equivalent as inP P
w x w x.the proof of 6, Th. 3.1 or 1, Th. 0.2 to the non-separability of the
w xprojection of D from L. We conclude as in the proof of 1, Th. 0.2 . Thus
we may assume that for general P the linear space E l L is a line VP P , H , L
 .depending also on the choice of H and L .
 .Step 3 . Note that L depends on H and on the choice of mr2 dots.
 .The minimality of m implies that for fixed but general H the intersection
of all such L's for all possible choices of mr2 of the dots in M is empty.
 .  .Step 4 . By Step 3 the line V cannot be independent of theP , H , L
 .  .choice of L. Hence dim M l E G 2. Since dim E s 3, the embeddedP P
 .tangent line T D intersects M. Since dim M F n y 2, for a generalP
Q g D there is a hyperplane containing M and Q. Hence we see that T DQ
intersects M, i.e., the projection of D from M is not separable. As in Step
 .  w x.2 i.e., as in the proof of 1, Th. 0.2 we get a contradiction using the
reflexivity of D.
Now we consider the technical problem of knowing when the projection
 . hy1of the support D assumed to be reflexive , of an h-rope T from the P
spanned by a connected component of a general hyperplane section is
birational and with reflexive image. For a ``toy'' motivation, see Remark
 . 2.3 c . The birationality condition is very easy and in particular satisfied in
.characteristic 0 ; indeed we have the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Fix integers n, h, ¨ with n G h G ¨ and n G ¨ q 2. Let
D ; P n be an integral non-degenerate cur¨ e such that its monodromy group G
for the generic hyperplane section is at least 3-transiti¨ e. Let T be a generalized
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h-rope with T s D. Let H be a general hyperplane of P n and P g D l H.red
Then the linear projection of D into P ny¨ from the span U of the general
length ¨ subscheme of H l T with support at P is birational.
 .Proof. If this is not true, for a general P, U and for a general Q g D,
there is Q9 g D, Q9 / Q, and Q contained in the linear span L of U and
 .P. By assumption dim L F n y 2. Hence by the assumption on G we see
that a general Q0 g D is contained in L, contradiction.
 w x wNow we consider the reflexivity; hence see 9, Note on p. 3 or 10,
x.  . Corollary 18 in Chap. 3 we assume char K s p ) 2. Recall see, e.g., the
w x.introduction of 11 that for a general P g D there is associated areg
  .4   ..  .  .complete flag O P , 1 F i F n y 1, dim O P s i, O P ; O P ofi i i iq1
projective spaces containing P and each of them the linear space spanned
by a suitable infinitesimal neighborhood, say the « th-infinitesimal neigh-h
borhood of P in D . We will call this flag the osculating flag. Hence forreg
every i there is a uniquely determined generalized i-rope O which at thei
 .general P g D is defined by O P ; we will call these generalized ropesreg i
 w x.the osculating ropes. Recall see 11 that in characteristic 0 we always
have « s i q 1, while in characteristic p this is not always the case, buti
 4that there are strong restrictions in the increasing sequence « ; fori
 .instance, the first integer « with « ) i if any is divisible by p and ifi i
p ) 2, D is reflexive if and only if « s 2. Now we may prove our result on1
the reflexivity of a suitable general projection.
THEOREM 2.2. Fix integers n, h, ¨ with n G h G ¨ and n G ¨ q 2. Let
D ; P n be an integral reflexi¨ e non-degenerate cur¨ e. Let T be a generalized
h-rope with T s D. Let H be a general hyperplane of P n and P g D l H.red
 .Assume either p ) n or deg D G 2n or that a general hyperplane section of
T is in linear general position or that a general hyperplane section of the
osculating p-rope is in linear general position. Then the linear projection Y of
D into P ny¨ from the span U of the general length ¨ subscheme of H l T
with support at P is reflexi¨ e.
Proof. Let E be the linear span of T D and the connected compo-P P
 .nent of D l H with P as support. We have dim E s h q 1. Recall thatP
for p ) 2 an integral non-degenerate curve is reflexive if and only if it has
« s 2 and if « ) 2 we have « G p. Hence we see that Y is reflexive if1 1 1
 .   . .and only if for all Q g D l H we have dim O Q l U F p y 2. Byp
the generality of U and the fact that the monodromy group for D is the
full symmetric group, if this condition is not satisfied then we have
  ..  .dim E l O Q G p y 1 q h y ¨ for every Q g H l D with Q / P.P p
If H l T is in linearly general position i.e., if T is not in the exceptional
.cases described by 0.4 , then this is obviously impossible. For the same
reason this is obviously impossible if the pth-osculating flag of D has a
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general hyperplane section in linearly general position. Assume that both
ropes are bad. Then, again, we find a contradiction under various numeri-
  . .cal assumptions, e.g., the ones either p ) n or deg D G 2n listed in the
statement of 2.2.
Remark 2.3.
 . 1  .. a Let J ; P be a generalized h-rope with H P, I 1 s 0 i.e.,J , P
.  .J linearly normal and M ; P a hyperplane with dim J l M s 0. By the
exact sequence
0 ª I 1 ª I 2 ª I 2 ª 0 .  .  .J , P J , P J l M , M
every quadric of M containing J l M is the restriction of a quadric of P
containing J.
 .b Now assume M general and consider the projections of D [ Jred
 .and A [ J l M call then D9 and A9 into a lower dimensional projective
 .space call them P9 and M9 from a length h connected component of A.
Let J9 ; P9 be the generalized h-rope with D9 as support. Since J and J9
have no embedded component, the scheme J9 is the projection of J and J
is linearly normal if and only if J9 is linearly normal.
 .  .  . w x c By parts a and b one can extend 8, Prop. 2.19 and with
. w xmuch more work the asymptotic result 8, Th. 2.22 .
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